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The interpretation right is an important inst itut ion in the civil procedure 
law of the continenta l law system. It plays an important role in offsett ing the 
shortcoming of argumentum and disposition doctrine. There is no clear concept 
of interpretation right but corresponding system design in the Anglo-American 
law system. However, the relevant research in China has just started, and has 
not really formed the system of interpretation right. Since the deepening of 
judic ial reform and conversion of action pattern, it is becoming very important 
to construct the system of judge’s interpretation right. Meanwhile, in our 
country, many scholars put forward the concept of judicial activism, which is as 
an important feature of judicia l powers, and the interpretation right is one  of the 
specific forms of judicia l powers. Therefore, in the view of judicia l activism,  
this paper will analyze the related theories and our research situation of the 
interpretation right, using the history analysis method, the comparison analysis  
method and the value analysis method, and try to provide some legis lat ive  
suggest ions for our construction of judge’s interpretation system.  
Besides the preface and conclus ion, this article is divided into four 
chapters as follows: 
Chapter one (general discussion of judge's interpretation system): this  
chapter firstly introduces the content of the interpretation right, analyzes the  
three theories of the nature of the interpretation right, clears the nature of which 
for the powers of the judges, and then points out that the exercise of the 
interpretation right has the features of both judicia l activism and judicia l 
restraint. Secondly, the interpretation right is able to balance the conflict of 
values in specific cases, and realize justice order and efficiency at the same 
time. 













lega l systems): this chapter introduces the construction of the interpretation 
right of the major two legal systems. The countries of continental law system 
stipulate the clauses of the interpretation right (or the interpretation obligations)  
as common, while the countries of Anglo-American law system also give judges 
lit igat ion management authority which is similar with the interpretation right.  
The countries of continenta l law system impose institut iona l demands to the 
judic ial activism of the interpretation right, while the exercise of the 
interpretation right in countr ies of Anglo-American law system totally belongs  
to the category of discretion of judges. 
Chapter three (the analysis of the development s ituat ion of China's judge's 
interpretation system): firstly, this chapter analyzes related regulat ion about the 
interpretation right of our country and points out the shortage as well. Secondly, 
it introduces the beneficia l attempt in the judic ial practice of the interpretation 
right in China. However, there are two extremes of rigid judic ial restraint and  
disorder judicial activism in the exercise of the interpretation right. As last, it  
introduces the situation that the parties’ lit igation ability in our country var ies 
enormously. The present situat ion makes the construction of perfect judge’s 
interpretation system very necessary. 
Chapter four (the construction of China's judge's interpretation system): 
this chapter puts forward some measures to China’s construction of the 
interpretation right in view of the present situation, from the aspects of the 
legis lative model, the principles scopes and methods of the exercise of the 
interpretation right, and the remedies for parties, etc. 
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